
Item no.: 389968

OKM-S25 - SCAPC socket Keystone patch cable LSFH Dca 25m

from 25,71 EUR
Item no.: 389968

shipping weight: 1.00 kg
Manufacturer: Televes

Product Description
Kit for optical connection boxes with keystone, adapter and pre-assembled SC/APC patch cableComplete set for the installation of a plug-in fibre optic connection box.The keystone
module enables the installation of an "SC/APC" fibre optic adapter in an RJ45 box cover. Together with the adapter, the module forms a fibre optic connection socket.In addition, a
pre-assembled single-mode fibre optic patch cable with "SC/APC" plugs at the ends is included to route the signal from the optical UAP to the socket. This patch cable is specially
designed with a shorter sleeve at one of the ends, which prevents increased attenuation of the signal due to excessive bending.Item no. OKM-S25Length: 25 mProduct data-
Ref.No.: 233242- EAN13: 8424450270554Highlights-Keystone module with standard dimensions, making it compatible with all standard RJ45 covers-Very simple installation: The
Keystone module is inserted into the cover by pressing until the module's latches click into place. The adapter is mounted on the Keystone module by the same process-Plug design
adapted to the installation in the socket: its shorter plug makes it easier to insert the SC/APC plug into the conduit to the socket-F.O.-Adapter with internal lock: Automatically blocks
the passage of light when the plug is removed, ensuring eye protection-Very low insertion loss-Patch cable with Euroclass Dca-s2,d2,a1- "SC/APC" connectors-Keystone module
made of PVC plastic in white colour-Patch cable with ITU-T G657A2 single-mode fibre and LSFH outer jacket in orange colour-Patch cable available in various lengthsInstallation
instructionsWhen installing the patch cable, the end with the long connector must be connected to the optical UAP, while the end with the shorter connector is inserted into the
conduit to the outlet.This design makes it easier to insert the patch cable into the pipe and avoids large attenuations due to the bends of the patch cable as it passes through the
angles of the pipe.It is important to protect the ""SC/APC"" connector with its cap before starting the passage through the pipe to avoid damage or dirt.Installation instructionsThe
Keystone module is inserted into the cover together with the adapter by pressing until the corresponding module tab is hooked in (click!).Installation instructionsFinally, when the
complete installation is set, the protective caps and covers are removed and the patch cable is connected to the socket.
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